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Abstract: The suspicion that gravity is holographic has been supported mainly by a
variety of specific examples from string theory. In this paper, we propose that such a
holography can actually be observed in the context of Einstein’s gravity and at least a class
of generalized gravitational theories, based on a definite holographic principle where neither
is the bulk space-time required to be asymptotically AdS nor the boundary to be located
at conformal infinity, echoing Wilson’s formulation of quantum field theory. After showing
the general equilibrium thermodynamics from the corresponding holographic dictionary, in
particular, we provide a rather general proof of the equality between the entropy production
on the boundary and the increase of black hole entropy in the bulk, which can be regarded
as strong support to this holographic principle. The entropy production in the familiar
holographic superconductors/superfluids is investigated as an important example, where
the role played by the holographic renormalization is explained.
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1 Introduction
Evidence has accumulated since the end of last century that quantum gravity is holo-
graphic [1, 2], i.e. quantum gravity in a (d + 1)-dimensional space-time region can be
described by some sort of quantum field theory on the d-dimensional boundary of this
region, especially since the discovery of AdS/CFT correspondence [3–5] in the framework
of (super)string theory. On one hand, nowadays there have been many generalizations
and/or applications of AdS/CFT correspondence, such as most of the phenomenological
models in AdS/CMT (condensed matter theory), AdS/QCD and so on, which cannot be
embedded in string theory. On the other hand, besides the black hole thermodynamics [6]
that inspires the proposition of holography, there are already various hints from within the
context of Einstein’s gravity towards the speculation that gravity is essentially holographic,
where neither string theory nor supersymmetry are involved. Here we would like list three
of them as follows.
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• Brown-Henneaux’s asymptotic symmetry analysis for three dimensional gravity [7].
• Brown-York’s surface tensor formulation of quasilocal energy and conserved
charges [8].
• Bousso’s covariant entropy bound [9].
In particular, Brown-York’s surface tensor formulation bears a strong resemblance to the
recipe in the dictionary for AdS/CFT correspondence, and has actually been incorporated
into the latter (or its generalizations). Holography could have been explicitly implemented
just in Einstein’s gravity, in fact, if one was brave enough to declare that Brown-York’s
surface tensor is not only for the purpose of the bulk side but also for some sort of system
living on the boundary.
In AdS/CFT, the radial direction of the (asymptotic AdS) bulk space-time corresponds
to the energy scale of the dual field theory [10–13] and the change of radial coordinate r
is regarded as equivalent to the corresponding renormalization group (RG) flow [14–20],
where the conformal boundary r → ∞ is its ultra-violet (UV) fixed point. Interestingly,
from this point of view, the RG flows of many important transport coefficients of the
boundary theory (at finite temperature) are trivial, which enables one to compute these
coefficients by the so-called black-hole “membrane paradigm” [21]. Especially, it is proved
that the ratio ηs =
1
4π of the shear viscosity η to the entropy density s does not run with
the RG flow, so the universality of this ratio in both the black-hole membrane paradigm
and the standard AdS/CFT follows.
In the above framework of the so-called holographic RG flow, physical quantities can
be defined on any constant r surface (called the finite cutoff surface), while their RG
flows are obtained by changing r. However, the finite cutoff surface itself is just a tool to
relate the conformal boundary r →∞ (UV) and the bulk black-hole horizon r → rh (IR),
and no dual dynamical theory is directly defined on this surface, until later Strominger
et al. [22, 23] establish hydrodynamics on the finite cutoff surface and then discuss the
fluid/gravity correspondence from this point of view. The dual theory defined on the
finite cutoff surface r = rc can be regarded as the effective field theory at the energy
scale corresponding to rc. In fact, the bulk space-time in this generalized framework of
holography can be either asymptotic AdS [24–26] or not [23, 27], reflecting the fact that
the dual theory does not need to have a UV completion.
Both in the standard AdS/CFT at the conformal boundary and in the generalized
holography by Strominger et al, a holographic interpretation of the entropy production of
the boundary system in non-equilibrium processes is an interesting problem. It has been
well established in AdS/CFT that a static black hole in the bulk is dual to the boundary
field theory at a thermal equilibrium state. Then what happens when the bulk black hole is
perturbed? From the bulk point of view, the bulk perturbation will be eventually absorbed
by the black hole, leading to an increase of the area of black hole, i.e., an increase of the
black hole entropy [28]. On the other hand, such a bulk perturbation will induce the
corresponding perturbation on the boundary, driving the boundary system away from the
original equilibrium state. But the dissipation will bring the boundary system to a new
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equilibrium state with the production of entropy. So a natural question is whether the
entropy production by such a dissipative (transport) process on the boundary is equal to
the increase of the black hole entropy in the bulk. Actually this problem has been raised
by Strominger et al. in the generalized holography [22], but it still remains open until now.
So the main motivation of our paper is two-fold. On one hand, the UV fixed point of
the dual field theory, which has a conformal dynamics, is not expected to be reached by ex-
periments. Therefore, the generalized holography, which we call the general bulk/boundary
correspondence, at a finite cutoff surface r = rc (corresponding to a finite energy scale)
is important, where the dual (effective) theory is non-conformal in general. In order to
study the general bulk/boundary correspondence systematically, we propose a general holo-
graphic principle, which leads to definite holographic dictionary on any cutoff surface. This
dictionary should include the known cases [22, 23] as special examples, and should be con-
sistent with the standard AdS/CFT when r →∞, if certain subtleties like the holographic
renormalization1 are taken into account.
On the other hand, as a support for our general bulk/boundary correspondence, we
prove that the entropy production by the transport processes on the boundary is exactly
equal to the increase of the black-hole entropy in the bulk an explicit construction of
certain conserved currents, which is rather involved in the case of coupled transport pro-
cesses. Since the holographic picture of general non-equilibrium processes has difficulties
from both conceptual and technical aspects, we consider the near-equilibrium cases here,
which corresponds to linear perturbations of the background bulk configuration. Then
the discussion can be extended to the usual holographic models such as holographic su-
perconductors/superfluids on the conformal boundary, after considering the holographic
renormalization. Even without knowing holography, such an equality, together with the
traditional black-hole membrane paradigm [29–31], can be viewed as generalization of the
well-established black-hole thermodynamics to the black-hole “hydrodynamics” (see also
ref. [32]).
The rest of our paper is structured as follows. In section II, we briefly review the basic
idea of the general holographic principle, the corresponding dictionary and its implemen-
tation in the static case. In section III, we present our proof of the above equality by
connecting the bulk with the boundary through the conserved current. We then analyze
the entropy production in holographic superconductors/superfluids in section IV. The last
section is dedicated to some discussions on our result.
2 Holographic dictionary and its implementation in the equilibrium ther-
modynamics
Our starting point is the following (Euclidean) holographic principle
Zbulk[φ¯] =
∫
Dψ exp(−IFT[φ¯, ψ]) (2.1)
1For a nice review of the holographic renormalization, see, e.g., ref. [33].
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for some quantum gravity theory with partition function Zbulk[φ¯] on some bulk space-time
region and the corresponding quantum field theory with action IFT[φ¯, ψ] on its boundary,
which is the refined and generalized version of the original AdS/CFT principle [4, 5]. Here
the partition function Zbulk[φ¯] is evaluated by fixing the boundary value of the bulk field φ to
be φ¯, which acts as some background field on the boundary, and ψ denotes all the dynamical
fields in the boundary theory, which is integrated out to produce the partition function in
the right hand side of (2.1). To be more precise, if φ is the metric or form fields, then the
pull back of φ to the boundary is fixed to be φ¯. Infinitesimal variation of φ¯ in (2.1) gives
Zbulk[φ¯+ δφ¯] = Zbulk[φ¯]〈exp
∫
bdry
δφ¯Oφ
√
g¯ddx〉FT
with
√
g¯ddx the standard volume element on the boundary and
Oφ(x) = − 1√
g¯
δIFT[φ¯, ψ]
δφ¯(x)
the “dual field”, which should be understood as the corresponding quantum operator in
the expression of expectation value.
In the classical limit (or sometimes called the saddle point approximation), the bulk
partition function is given by
Zbulk[φ¯] = exp(−Ibulk[φ¯])
with Ibulk[φ¯] the on-shell action (Hamilton’s principal functional). So the above holographic
principle leads to
− 1√
g
δIbulk[φ¯]
δφ¯(x)
= 〈Oφ(x)〉FT, (2.2)
where the left hand side is just the canonical momentum conjugate to φ by virtue of the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation regarding the boundary as the “time” slice. Now turn to the
Minkowskian signature. The discussion in this case is similar to the above, but subtleties
arise when one further considers correlation functions [34], which does not concern us in
the present paper. For the bulk being (asymptotic) AdS space-time and the boundary
tending to its conformal boundary, it is well known that the dual field theory is a (local)
CFT.2 But in more general cases, e.g. asymptotically flat bulk and/or boundary at finite
distance [22, 23], the dual theory should be some effective field theory that is both non-
local and non-conformal [35], inspired by the well-known AdS/CFT interpretation that
the radial direction is related to renormalization group flow of the dual theory. Although
the details of the general dual theory is unclear so far, macroscopic aspects of the general
bulk/boundary correspondence turn out to be universal and can be clearly understood,
which is part of the main motivation of this paper. In the macroscopic point of view, the
boundary theory is described by thermodynamics and hydrodynamics, where we identify
the expectation value in (2.2) with the macroscopic (classical) mechanical quantity Oφ(x).
2In this case, some related discussions can be seen in section 4.3.
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Two examples are of special interests. One is the case that φ is taken to be the metric
gµν , where φ¯ is just the induced metric g¯ab on the boundary. Then the Minkowskian
version of (2.2) tells us that the stress-energy tensor of the boundary system is given by
the Brown-York tensor (see (2.7) for the explicit form)
tab(x) =
2√−g
δIbulk[g¯]
δg¯ab(x)
,
where the bulk action is taken to be the standard Einstein-Hilbert action plus the Gibbons-
Hawking term. The other is the case that φ is taken to be the electromagnetic potential
Aµ. Similarly, the dictionary is that the electric current of the boundary system is given by
ja(x) =
1√−g
δIbulk[A¯]
δA¯a(x)
= −nµFµa, (2.3)
where the bulk action is just the Maxwell one in addition to the gravitational part. In this
section, we first explore the macroscopic aspects of the general bulk/boundary correspon-
dence in the equilibrium case, based on the above holographic dictionary.
2.1 Thermodynamics dual to the RN bulk space-time
We consider the RN black hole
ds2d+1 =
dr2
f(r)
− f(r)dt2 + r2dΩ(k)2d−1,
f(r) = k +
r2
ℓ2
− 2M
rd−2
+
Q2
r2d−4
,
dΩ
(k)2
d−1 = gˆ
(k)
ij (x)dx
idxj ,
A =
√
d− 1
8π(d− 2)G
Q
rd−2
dt, (2.4)
with negative cosmological constant3 in the Einstein-Maxwell theory as our bulk space-
time (in equilibrium). Here M is the mass parameter, Q the charge parameter of the black
hole, and gˆ
(k)
ij (x) the metric on the “unit” sphere, plane or hyperbola for k equal to 1, 0 or
−1, respectively, where in the planar or hyperbolic case some standard compactification is
assumed. The boundary is the hypersurface r = rc outside the horizon, with an induced
metric
ds2d = −fcdt2 + r2cdΩ(k)2d−1, fc := f(rc). (2.5)
Due to static nature (with time-like Killing vector ∂t) of both the bulk space-time and the
boundary, and maximum symmetry on a time slice of the boundary, the boundary system is
obviously in equilibrium. From the identification (2.1) of the Euclidean partition function
(see the next subsection for detailed discussions), an argument of conical singularity leads
to the conclusion that the entropy and temperature of the boundary system are equal to
the Bekestein-Hawking entropy
S =
Ω
(k)
d−1r
d−1
h
4G
3The case with positive cosmological constant can also be included by formally allowing ℓ2 < 0.
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and local Hawking temperature
T =
TH√
fc
=
f ′h
4π
√
fc
, f ′h := f
′(rh) (2.6)
of the bulk black hole. Here Ω
(k)
d−1 is the volume of the “unit” sphere, plane or hyperbola,
and rh the radius of the outer horizon satisfying f(rh) = 0. Due to the bulk/boundary
dictionary, the stress-energy tensor of the boundary system is given by the Brown-York
tensor
tab =
1
8πG
(Kgab −Kab − Cgab), K := Kabgab (2.7)
on the boundary with Kab its extrinsic curvature and C some constant, which can be easily
shown to have a form of ideal fluid
tab = ǫuaub + p(uaub + gab)
with the velocity ua = (−
√
fc, 0, · · · , 0), the energy density
ǫ = −d− 1
8πG
√
fc
rc
+ C, (2.8)
and the pressure
p =
d− 2
8πG
√
fc
rc
+
1
16πG
f ′c√
fc
− C.
As well, the electric current (2.3) of the boundary system is
ja = −nµFµa(rc) =
(
−
√
(d− 1)(d− 2)
8πGfc
Q
rd−1c
, 0, · · · , 0
)
. (2.9)
Since the volume of the boundary system is
V = Ω
(k)
d−1r
d−1
c ,
the energy density (2.8) gives the total energy
E = Ω
(k)
d−1
(
− d− 1
8πG
√
fcr
d−2
c + Cr
d−1
c
)
,
while the electric current (2.9) gives the total charge
Ω
(k)
d−1
√
(d− 1)(d− 2)
8πG
Q
that coincides with the physical charge of the black hole. The proportion coefficient here
is not essential, so we will take Q as the total charge in the following discussion.
As a consistency check, if expressing E as a function of (S, V,Q), one can verify
∂E
∂S
= T,
∂E
∂V
= −p.
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Furthermore, one can obtain
µ =
∂E
∂Q
= −d− 1
8πG
Ω
(k)
d−1Q√
fc
(
1
rd−2c
− 1
rd−2h
)
, (2.10)
which is proportional to the difference of electric potential between the horizon and the
holographic screen, and is the appropriate generalization of the familiar chemical potential
in AdS/CFT (rc → ∞). As a consistency check, we will show shortly that the chemical
potential (2.10) gives the correct Einstein relation on the holographic screen r = rc. Thus,
we see that the first law
dE + pdV = TdS + µdQ (2.11)
of thermodynamics holds for the boundary system. In the plane symmetric case (k = 0),
a further relation
E + pV = TS + µQ
holds as the Gibbs-Duhem relation, as one may expect from extensibility arguments (see
the next subsection). In this case, it is convenient to express the thermodynamic relations
in terms of densities of the extensive quantities as [25]
ǫ+ p = Ts+ µρ,
dǫ = Tds+ µdρ, (2.12)
where s = SV is the entropy density and ρ =
Q
V the charge density.
Now we show that the chemical potential (2.10) is consistent with the Einstein relation
σ = ΞD, (2.13)
where σ is the electric conductivity, Ξ the susceptibility, and D the diffusion constant.
Following the corresponding discussion [29–31] in the standard AdS/CFT, we work at the
linear order of ρ in µ, which is actually the limit of small Q. In this case, we have ρ = Ξµ,
so the susceptibility
Ξ =
ρ
µ
=
(d−1)(d−2)
8πG
Q
rd−1c
− d−18πG Q√fc (
1
rd−2c
− 1
rd−2
h
)
= (d− 2)
√
fc
rd−1c
(
1
rd−2h
− 1
rd−2c
)−1
.
The conductivity σ and the diffusion constant D have been computed at the finite holo-
graphic screen [22, 29–31, 36].4 In our notation and convention, the results are
σ =
rd−3h
rd−1c
,
4Note that in ref. [29–31, 36], the electric current at a finite cutoff surface differs from our definition (2.3)
by a
√−g¯ factor, so does other quantities related to conjugate momenta. Our formalism is close to ref. [22],
which treats the holographic screen as an effective physical system, so such quantities should be more
suitably defined as intrinsic tensor (vector, scalar) fields on the screen. Correspondingly, although the
famous ratio η
s
with η the shear viscosity does not run with rc in both formalism, η and s independently
do not run with rc in the formalism of ref. [29–31, 36], while they do run with rc in our formalism. See also
the related discussion in section 4.3.
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D =
rd−3h
(d− 2)√fc
(
1
rd−2h
− 1
rd−2c
)
,
so it is obvious that the Einstein relation (2.13) holds.
2.2 The general thermodynamics by Hamilton-Jacobi-like analysis
For more general gravitational theories with various matter content, the dual thermody-
namic relation similar to (2.11) can be obtained through a Hamilton-Jacobi-like analysis,
which we present here. There are several types of ensembles that we can choose. They are
related to one another by Legendre transformations, in the thermodynamic limit. For the
system with charges, such as that dual to the RN black hole (2.4), the most often used
ensemble in AdS/CMT or fluid/gravity correspondence is the grand-canonical ensemble, so
we will take this ensemble as our starting point. Other ensembles can be discussed similarly.
First of all, at finite temperature the holographic principle (2.1) is naturally extended to
black-hole Euclidean partition function = (grand-)canonical partition function,
(bulk) (boundary)
(2.14)
where for the grand-canonical case the black-hole Euclidean partition function is eval-
uated under the boundary condition of fixed chemical potential (2.10), instead of fixed
charge Q for the canonical case. The black-hole Euclidean partition functions (or more
precisely the logarithm of them) under different sets of boundary conditions are also re-
lated to one another by Legendre transformations, in the classical limit of gravity. Here
we see the classical limit/thermodynamic limit correspondence in the general (Euclidean)
bulk/boundary holography, as already indicated in the standard AdS/CFT case.5 In fact,
using the Hamilton-Jacobi-like analysis and insisting on the micro-canonical ensemble,
Brown and York obtain the first law-like relation from the purely gravitational point of
view [37]. But we will present a simpler argument in the context of holography, which in
the same time clearly shows the relation of different ensembles.
A natural requirement for the spatial section of our holographic setup is homogeneity
and isotropy, since it is hard to define equilibrium otherwise. Recall that the central
quantity of the grand-canonical ensemble is the grand potential Ω, as a function of the
temperature T (or the inverse temperature β), the chemical potential µ and the volume V .
Under the classical limit on the bulk side and the thermodynamic limit on the boundary
side, the holographic principle (2.14) becomes
exp[−Ibulk(β, µ, V )] = exp(βΩ), (2.15)
where in the homogeneous and isotropic case the on-shell (Euclidean) action Ibulk is eval-
uated under the boundary condition of fixed β, µ and V . Here we have suppressed any
other possible fields in the theory, such as the scalar field in the holographic superconduc-
tor/superfluid models, which are easily included in this discussion. Note that from the holo-
graphic point of view, β is just the periodicity of the Euclidean time, as a Killing vector field
5In AdS/CFT, the “thermodynamic limit” here manifests itself more familiarly as a large N limit or a
large central charge limit, which is apparently different from its usual meaning.
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of the bulk space-time, measured by the proper time on the boundary, which is determined
by the condition of regularity, i.e. having no conical defect, at the (Euclidean) horizon.
Now we give two equivalent ways to vary Ibulk and then compare the results. The first
way is to vary Ibulk with respect to β, µ and g¯ii (the diagonal spatial component of g¯ab).
Since Ibulk is on shell, similar to the standard Hamilton-Jacobi equation, variation of Ibulk
with respect to µ = A¯τ and g¯ii while keeping β and the other quantities fixed gives
δIbulk = ρβV δµ+ pβδV. (2.16)
Note that the triviality of the Wilson loop of Aµ contracted at the Euclidean horizon
requires Aτ = 0 there automatically. On the other hand, variation of Ibulk with respect to
β gives [38]
δIbulk =
Ibulk
β
δβ − S
β
δβ, (2.17)
where the last term can be viewed as coming from the contribution of the conical sin-
gularity when β is perturbed away from the original periodicity of the Euclidean time.
(See [39] for more detailed and rigorous discussions about subtleties that may arise here.)
Combining (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17), we obtain
d(βΩ) = Ωdβ +
S
β
dβ − ρβV dµ− pβdV, (2.18)
which is just the thermodynamic relation
βdΩ =
S
β
dβ − ρβV dµ− pβdV,
or more conveniently
dΩ = −SdT −Qdµ− pdV. (2.19)
The second way is to vary Ibulk with respect to g¯ττ , µ and g¯ii. Similar to (2.18) in the
first way, we obtain
d(βΩ) = ǫV dβ − ρV d(βµ)− pβdV
= (E − µQ)dβ − ρβV dµ− pβdV.
Comparing the above equation with (2.18), we see
Ω = E − TS − µQ,
which together with (2.19) shows that Ω is indeed related to the energy E by Legendre
transformations. Then, the standard first law
dE + pdV = TdS + µdQ
of thermodynamics follows immediately.
In the case with planar symmetry, there is another important relation. Similar to the
extensibility arguments in the ordinary thermodynamics in textbooks, we have
Ω(T, µ, λV ) = λΩ(T, µ, V )
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with an arbitrary scaling parameter λ, since V is the only extensive quantity in the argu-
ments of Ω, and there is no extra independent scale in the system. That gives
Ω =
(
∂Ω
∂V
)
T,µ
V = −pV,
and then the Gibbs-Duhem relation
E + pV = TS + µQ, (2.20)
which we have seen in the ε = 0 case in the last subsection. Sometimes this relation is also
expressed as the differential form
V dp− SdT −Qdµ = 0.
In the other cases (i.e. with spherical or hyperbolic symmetry), it is expected that the
usual Gibbs-Duhem relation (2.20) will no longer hold. Actually, one can easily show from
the expressions in the preceding subsection that E+pV 6= TS+µQ if k 6= 0 for the RN black
hole (2.4). However, it turns out that a peculiar Gibbs-Duhem-like relation still holds, at
least formally. In fact, let k = ε
2
d−1 in (2.4), one will obtain the conjugate quantity ς of ε as
ς =
(
∂E
∂ε
)
S,Q,V
= −Ωd−1
8πG
rd−2c − rd−2h√
fc
ε
3−d
d−1 . (2.21)
Note that the volume Ωd−1 of the “unit” sphere, plane or hyperbola can be arbitrarily
dependent on k in the discussion of the preceding subsection, but here we assume that this
volume is a constant independent of k, so that the total volume V of the boundary system
can be simply identified with rd−1c when varying k. Then one can easily check that the
Gibbs-Duhem-like relation
E + pV = TS + µQ+ ςε (2.22)
holds. But how can one understand the physical or geometric meaning of ε (and ς)? The
d = 3 case, where the bulk is of four dimensions and k = ε, is the simplest one to illus-
trate the meaning of ε. In this case f(r) = ε + r
2
ℓ2
− 2Mr + Q
2
r2
, it is easy to see that the
transformation
ε→ λ2ε, r → λr, M → λM, Q→ λQ
t→ λ−1t, dΩ22 → λ−2dΩ22
leaves the configuration (2.4) invariant. Using the above transformation with λ = (−ε)−1/2,
one can transform an ε 6= −1 solution to an ε = −1 one. However, this transformation has
an additional consequence Ω2 → −εΩ2. If ε is a negative integer, this multiplies the volume
of the “unit hyperbola” by an integer. Recalling that every two dimensional compact
surface with constant negative curvature is the original hyperbolic space (Poincare´ upper-
half plane) modulo some discrete group (see e.g. [40]), one recognize ε as (half of) the Euler
number of the spatial section of the black hole horizon. This interpretation remains valid
for ε = 0, 1, but becomes obscure for ε > 1 or ε not integer, in which case the interpretation
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of ε as a Euler number is only formal. Thus, at least formally, one sees that including the
topological charge ε, as well as the (gauge) charge Q, as thermodynamic quantities for the
case without planar symmetry, the Gibbs-Duhem-like relation (2.22) can be obtained. Now
we consider the d 6= 3 case. If d is even, then the spatial section of the horizon is of odd
dimensions and has no well-defined Euler number. In the same time, ε = k
d−1
2 is complex for
negative k, so (2.22) is very formal in this case. If d is odd, the Euler density of the section
scales as R
d−1
2 with R the curvature tensor of the section, the similar discussion as in the d =
3 case above also leads to the conclusion that ε can be viewed as (half of) the Euler number
of the section.6 Strictly speaking, the topological charge ε should be an integer, as well as
the charge Q should be quantized, which makes the corresponding first law-like relation
dE + pdV = TdS + µdQ+ ςdε (2.23)
less interesting. However, when the above relation is expressed in terms of densities:
dǫ = Tds+ µdρ+ ςde
with the topological charge density e = εV , just as (2.12), the quantization of ε and Q can
be smoothed out by a large volume V of the boundary system.7 The expression (2.21) of
ς also looks like that of the chemical potential (2.10), but it is not clear whether ς can be
understood as the difference of some kind of potential. Furthermore, one may expect that
the topological charge ε will also play some role in the ordinary thermodynamics of black
holes. We refer the interested readers to appendix A.
3 Entropy production on the holographic screen and its equality with
the increase of entropy in the bulk
If the boundary system is perturbed by some sort of external sources, various transport
processes occur as the system relaxes back towards equilibrium, which causes entropy
production. From the bulk point of view, the ingoing boundary condition at the future
horizon implies that the (material or gravitational) perturbations at the boundary should
propagate to the black hole and be absorbed, which causes increase of the area of the
black hole horizon. Based on the equilibrium configuration we have discussed above, there
are three kinds of transport processes that we can consider, i.e. heat conduction, viscosity
of fluid and charge conduction. The heat conduction is energy transportation, caused by
temperature inhomogeneity. The viscosity of fluid is momentum transportation, caused
by velocity inhomogeneity (shear and expansion, more precisely). The charge conduction
is caused by external electric field or inhomogeneity of chemical potential. Then a slight
generalization of the textbook discussion (see, e.g. ref. [42]) to the case allowing a curved
6Note that if we let k = εα with α 6= 2
d−1
, then the relation (2.22) cannot hold, so the validity of the
Gibbs-Duhem-like relation can be viewed as equivalent to the fact that ε is the topological charge.
7If considering the d-dimensional spatial section of the bulk black hole, the density e is just the local flux
of a recently proposed “Euler current” [41] across the (d−1)-dimensional spatial section of the hypersurface
r = rc. However, further consequences of this fact still need to be investigated.
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space gives the total entropy production rate8
Σ = jq ·D 1
T
− 1
T
Π : Du+
1
T
j ·E = jiqDi
1
T
− 1
T
Πijσij +
1
T
jiEi,
where jq is the heat current, Π
ij the dissipative part of the stress-energy tensor, σij =
D(iuj) ≡ 12(Diuj + Djui) the combination of shear tensor and expansion rate, j the elec-
tric current, E the electric field, and we have assumed a homogeneous chemical potential.
With a slight abuse of terminology, we also call σij the shear tensor for the sake of brief-
ness, but keep in mind that its traceless part is the genuine shear tensor while its trace
part is the expansion rate. In fact, the physical laws of transportation tell us that the
transport current (jiq,Π
ij , ji, · · · ) is proportional (in the linear regime) to the driving force
(Di
1
T ,− 1T σij , 1TEi, · · · ), while the entropy production rate is just their product. In the
holographic context, this proportion factor (matrix), i.e. the transport coefficients, is de-
termined by imposing the ingoing boundary condition at the horizon and then solving
the bulk equations of motion (see e.g. ref. [43, 44] for the traditional AdS/CFT case and
ref. [22, 36, 45] for the “finite cutoff” case). However, we do not need the precise values of
them here. Note that on the bulk side we only consider classical gravitational theory with
classical matter fields.
It is well known in AdS/CFT that the temperature inhomogeneity and shear can both
be realized by gravitational perturbations, at least for some special configurations (see,
e.g. [43, 44] and [14], respectively). Now we generalize the analyses to arbitrary (but
small) temperature perturbation and shear field on the holographic screen r = rc. For the
sake of simplification, we do a constant rescaling of t such that the metric (2.5) on the
holographic screen becomes
ds2d = −dt2 + · · · . (3.1)
The temperature perturbation can be introduced by the metric perturbation
ds2d → ds2d + 2htidtdxi,
generalizing the discussion in [43, 44], as
Di
1
T
=
1
T
∂thti,
which can be briefly argued as follows. First, we perturb the time-time component of
the metric by htt before turning on an off-diagonal metric perturbation hti. Recall that
the inverse temperature β = 1/T is the period of the Euclidean time measured under the
proper time units, so the metric perturbation htt induces the temperature perturbation
T 20
T 2
= 1− htt
8Note that two kinds of independent viscous processes, i.e. shear viscosity and bulk viscosity, present
here, whose contributions to the entropy production rate are written in a uniform way. The shear viscosity
is the transport process for the tangent component of momentum, and the bulk viscosity is the transport
process for the normal component of momentum.
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with T0 the constant equilibrium temperature, or in other words
∂ihtt = 2
∂iT
T
at leading (linear) order. Next, we make an infinitesimal coordinate transformation (diffeo-
morphism) to turn off htt and exhibit the temperature gradient by the off-diagonal metric
perturbation hti. Using Lξgab = Daξb +Dbξa, it is easy to check that the diffeomorphism
induced by the vector field ξ satisfying
∂t∂iξt = −∂iT
T
, ξi = 0
can do the task, which turns on an off-diagonal metric perturbation
∂thti = −∂iT
T
and then completes our argument. Note that all the covariant derivatives Da here have
been replaced by the partial derivatives ∂a, since for the induced metric (2.5) the Christoffel
symbol vanishes when any of its indices is t.
Then, we insist on the frame ua = (1, 0, · · · , 0), while turn on the shear (and expansion,
as always) by a metric perturbation
ds2d → ds2d + hijdxidxj .
In this case the shear tensor reads
σij = ∂(iuj) − γaijua =
1
2
(∂ig˜tj + ∂j g˜ti)− γtij = 1
2
∂thij
with g˜ab = gab+hab the perturbed metric and γ
a
bc the corresponding (perturbed) Christoffel
symbol. The heat current jiq is just the energy current −tti (that vanishes in equilibrium),9
while Πij is just the (first order) perturbation of tij . So we have the total entropy produc-
tion rate
Σ = − 1
2T
t(1)ab∂thab +
1
T
jiEi, (3.2)
where the contribution from the charge conduction is simply realized by electromagnetic
perturbations. Our central task in this section is to check whether (3.2) matches the black
hole side.
3.1 The case without cross-transportation
For clarity, we first assume that the equilibrium background is uncharged, i.e. Q = 0. Since
in this case the gravitational perturbation and electromagnetic perturbation are decoupled
from each other, it turns out that the first two kinds of transport processes and the charge
9Note that in the case with cross-transportation, there is a mixing between the heat current and the
charge current, as well as that between the temperature gradient and the potential gradient, just as shown
in ref. [43, 44]. However, this complication does not ruin our discussion on the entropy production rate,
since that rate is the very bilinear of conjugate quantities that is invariant under such mixing.
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conduction are decoupled, which allows us to discuss them separately. First, we consider
gravitational perturbations, realizing the heat conduction and viscosity of the dual fluid.
For convenience, we rescale the r coordinate such that
ds2d+1 = dr
2 + g(r)dt2 + · · · , (3.3)
setting g(rc) = −1 to guarantee (3.1). Now we introduce the gravitational perturbation
with gauge
gµν → gµν + hµν , hrµ = 0 (3.4)
in the bulk, while in addition the time-time component htt vanishes on the holographic
screen. The above metric implies the extrinsic curvature
Kab =
1
2
Lngab = 1
2
∂rgab → 1
2
∂r(gab + hab)
for any hypersurface of constant r, with n its unit normal, even after perturbation (3.4).
On the boundary side, since the background Brown-York tensor tab has no off-diagonal
elements, the entropy production rate (3.2) is obviously of order O(h2ab). To leading order,
the entropy production rate (3.2) without the electromagnetic part is
Σ = − 1
2T
(t
(1)
cd g
cagdb − t(0)cd hcagdb − t(0)cd gcahdb)∂thab
= − 1
2T
(t
(1)
ab ∂th
ab − 2t(0)bc hca∂thab)
= − 1
16πGT
(K(1)gab +K
(0)hab −K(1)ab − 2K(0)hab + 2K(0)cb hca)∂thab
= − 1
16πGT
(
1
2
∂rh∂th−K(0)hab∂thab − 1
2
∂rhab∂th
ab + 2K
(0)c
b hca∂th
ab
)
, (3.5)
where we have defined h ≡ gabhab, and the indices are lowered (or raised) with the back-
ground metric gab. Here the superscript (0) and (1) denote the background (equilibrium)
quantities and the first order variations induced by the gravitational perturbation hab, re-
spectively. Particularly, K(1) means the first order perturbation of K = Kabg
ab, which can
be written as
K(1) = K
(1)
ab g
ab −K(0)ab hab =
1
2
gab∂rhab − 1
2
hab∂rgab =
1
2
∂rh.
On the bulk side, the physical picture is that the gravitational wave caused by the boundary
perturbation propagates to the black hole, which will be absorbed and render the horizon
area to increase. From the theory of gravitational waves (see, e.g. [46]), we know that the
effective stress-energy tensor Tµν of the wave is just − 18πG times G
(1,1)
µν , the second order
contribution of hµν to the Einstein tensor, which satisfies
∇µTµν = 0
to order O(h2ab) with respect to the background covariant derivative ∇µ. Since ξ = ∂t is
Killing, we have the conservation law
∇µ(Tµν ξν) = 0 (3.6)
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of the current Tµν ξν = T
µ
t . Physically, our whole setup is in a static (equilibrium) state
before the perturbation is turned on at some time, then the perturbation on the boundary
system dissipates due to the transport processes, while the perturbation in the bulk (and
on the horizon) gradually fades away due to the black hole absorption. Hence integrating
the above equation over the perturbed bulk region with the perturbed horizon as the inner
boundary and using the Gauss law, we end up with∫
H
Tµt λµǫ˜[d] =
∫
bdry
Tµt nµǫˆ[d], (3.7)
where H is the horizon and ǫˆ[d] =
√−g¯ddx. Here λµ is tangent to the affinely parametrized
null geodesic generators of H, and ǫ˜[d] satisfies
λ ∧ ǫ˜[d] = −ǫ[d+1]
with ǫ[d+1] the standard volume element in the bulk. The left hand side of (3.7) is just the
heat absorbed by the black hole [47, 48], which satisfies∫
H
Tµt λµǫ˜[d] = THδS. (3.8)
This will be shown in appendix B.
To evaluate the right hand side of (3.7), we should know the explicit form of G
(1,1)
µν .
From
G(1,1)µν = R
(1,1)
µν −
1
2
(R(1,1)gµν +R
(1)hµν)
and the Einstein equations at the zeroth and first orders, it is not difficult to obtain
G(1,1)µν = R
(1,1)
µν −
1
2
R
(1,1)
αβ g
αβgµν .
The second order contribution of hµν to the Ricci tensor R
(1,1)
µν is given by [49]
R(1,1)µν =
1
2
[
1
2
hαβ|µh
αβ
|ν + h
αβ(hαβ|µν + hµν|αβ − hαµ|νβ − hαν|µβ) + hα|βν (hαµ|β − hβµ|α)
−
(
hαβ|β −
1
2
h|α
)
(hαµ|ν + hαν|µ − hµν|α)
]
,
where the indices are lowered (or raised) with the background metric gµν and “|” denotes
the background covariant derivative ∇. Some lengthy but straightforward calculation gives
G
(1,1)
rt (rc) =
1
2
[
− 1
2
∂rhabDth
ab + 2K(0)ca hcbDth
ab −K(0)at hbcDahbc
+(K
(1)a
t −K(0)tc hac)Dah+DaJa
]
, (3.9)
where Da is the background covariant derivative on the screen and J
a an order O(h2ab)
current. We do not need the explicit form of Ja, for the divergence term DaJ
a on the
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screen does not contribute to the right hand side of (3.7) in our case. Note that we also
have the first two order “momentum constraints”
Dat
(0)ab =
1
8πG
Da(K
(0)gab −K(0)ab) = 0, (3.10)
Dat
(1)a
b +D
(1)
a t
(0)a
b = Da(K
(1)a
b −K(0)bc hca−K(1)δab )+γ(1)aac K(0)cb −γ(1)cab K(0)ac =0. (3.11)
where we have used the fact that the first order perturbationD(1) of the covariant derivative
on the screen comes essentially from the first order perturbation γ(1) of the corresponding
Christoffel symbol. For the latter, we have
γ
(1)c
ab =
1
2
gcd(Dahbd +Dbhad −Ddhab), γ(1)aac =
1
2
gadDchad =
1
2
Dch, (3.12)
which gives
Da(K
(1)a
t −K(0)tc hca −K(1)δat ) +
1
2
K
(0)c
t Dch−
1
2
K(0)caDthac = 0 (3.13)
from the b = t component of (3.11). Since the background extrinsic curvature K
(0)
ab has no
K
(0)
tj (or K
(0)
it ) components and isotropy of the background space leads to K
(0)
ij = κgij , we
know
K(0)caDthac = κDth,
so (3.13) multiplying by h gives
(K
(1)a
t −K(0)tc hca)Dah ≃ K(1)Dth =
1
2
∂rh∂th, (3.14)
where “≃” stands for equality up to divergence terms on the screen. Substituting (3.9)
into (3.7) and using (3.10), (3.14) when comparing with (3.5), we see from (3.8) that
THδS = T
∫
bdry
Σǫˆ[d].
Upon identification TH = T due to our setting (3.1),
10 we conclude that the entropy
increase on the bulk side and the entropy production on the boundary side match exactly.
Next, we consider electromagnetic perturbations, which is much simpler. For the
electromagnetic wave, the physical picture is similar to the gravitational case, except that
the component of the stress-energy tensor appearing in (3.7) is
Trt(rc) = F
i
r (rc)Fti(rc) = j
iEi, (3.15)
where in the second equality we have used the holographic dictionary. Then, combin-
ing (3.2) (with the metric perturbation hab turned off), (3.7), (3.8) and TH = T , we obtain
δS =
∫
bdry
Σǫˆ[d]. (3.16)
To sum up, for the uncharged background, we see perfect matching between the entropy
production from the above three kinds of transport processes on the boundary and the
entropy increase of the black hole in the bulk.
10It is easy to incorporate the corresponding red-shift factor in our discussion without setting (3.1), but
we leave this generality to section 3.2.
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3.2 For more general gravitational theories
We have shown by the above direct calculation the consistency of the bulk entropy increase
and the boundary entropy production in the Einstein-Maxwell theory. For more general
gravitational theories, similar calculations may be very difficult. In this subsection, we
give a more formal derivation of the same result, which allows working in a more general
class of gravitational theories. For illustration purpose, now we do not rescale gtt on the
holographic screen to −1, so ua should be taken as (1/√fc, 0, · · · , 0). As well, we do not
transform r to obtain a bulk metric of the form (3.3) in this formal derivation. On the
boundary side, similar discussion leads to a total entropy production rate
Σ = − 1
2
√
fcT
t(1)ab∂thab +
1
T
jiEi
instead of (3.2). Noting
D(tui) = ∂(tui) − γatiua =
1
2
√
fc
(∂tg˜ti + ∂ig˜tt)− γtti = 1
2
√
fc
∂thti,
Dtut = ∂tut − γattua = 0,
we can rewrite the above entropy production rate as
Σ =
1
T
jiEi − 1
T
t(1)abDaub =
1
T
jiEi − 1
T
t(1)ab(−γ(1)cab uc +Dau(1)b ), (3.17)
which is invariant under diffeomorphisms in the boundary system. In fact,
Dau
(1)
b = Da(hbcu
c) = −
√
fcDah
t
b, (3.18)
and γ
(1)c
ab is given by (3.12).
We shall prove that the increase of black hole entropy in the bulk is precisely equal to
the aforementioned entropy production on the holographic screen. As in the previous sub-
section, on the bulk side, the basic idea for such a proof is to relate the holographic screen
to the bulk black hole horizon by the conserved current (3.6) with ξ = ∂t. For the electro-
magnetic perturbation, the conserved current is just generated by the stress-energy tensor
Tµν =
2√−g
δIEM
δgµν
= FµρF νρ −
1
4
gµνFρσF
ρσ (3.19)
of the electromagnetic field, with its rt component on the holographic screen given by (3.15).
Then, integrating the conserved current (3.6) and using the Gauss law together with the
first-law-like relation (2.11) as in the previous subsection, and noting
1
T
jiEi =
1√
fcT
nµF
µi(rc)Fti(rc)
by the holographic dictionary and the relation (2.6) between the temperature T on the
screen and the black hole temperature TH now, we see that (3.16) holds for the elec-
tromagnetic part of our correspondence, which is independent of whatever gravitational
theories we work in.
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Next we consider the entropy production induced by the gravitational perturbation on
the boundary. As promised, we can work in a more general class of gravitational theories,
e.g. the general Lovelock gravity [50] as will be illustrated here. To proceed, let us firstly
expand the bulk equations of motion on the black hole background to second order, i.e.,
Eµν [g] = 0, (3.20)
E(1)µν [g, h] = 0, (3.21)
E(0,2)µν [g, q] = −E(1,1)µν [g, h] =: 8πGTGµν , (3.22)
where the metric is expanded as gµν + hµν + qµν with qµν the second order perturbation
and the indices are raised or lowered by the background metric gµν . Furthermore, it follows
from diffeomorphism invariance that the effective gravitational energy-momentum tensor
TGµν is conserved for the gravitational waves propagating on the background, i.e.
∇µTGµν = 0,
which, as before, gives rise to
δS =
1
TH
∫
H
TGµνλµξν =
1
TH
∫
bdry
TGµνnµξν . (3.23)
In Einstein’s gravity, we know the Gauss-Codazzi equations
Dat
ab = − 1
8πG
Gµbnµ
holding as geometric identities, which combines with the Einstein equations to give the
momentum constraints. The counterparts of these constraints in the general Lovelock
gravity can also be derived. The action functional of the Lovelock gravity is
I =
∫
Ω
L+
∫
∂Ω
B, (3.24)
where B is the surface term [51, 52] generalizing the usual Gibbons-Hawking term for
Einstein’s gravity. By construction of B, variation of the above action functional gives
δI =
∫
Ω
(
− 1
2
EMNδgMN
)
+ 8πG
∫
∂Ω
1
2
tabδg¯ab
with tab the generalization of the Brown-York surface tensor, which is holographically
interpreted as the stress-energy tensor of the boundary system. Suppose that the above
metric variation is a diffeomorphism induced by a vector field ξ tangent to ∂Ω, the above
equation becomes
LξI =
∫
Ω
(−EMN∇MξN ) + 8πG
∫
∂Ω
tabDaξb
=
∫
∂Ω
(−EMbnM − 8πGDatab)ξb,
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where we have used ∇MEMN = 0 (as a generalization of the Bianchi identity) coming from
the diffeomorphism invariance of I without considering the boundary. The above expression
vanishes due to the diffeomorphism invariance of I, then the arbitrariness of ξb gives
Dat
ab = − 1
8πG
Eµbnµ.
Further, the right hand side of the above equation vanishes due to the equations of motion,
which is just the momentum constraints.
So now the task boils down into whether one can express the above flux across the
holographic screen in terms of entropy production on the screen, which can be achieved by
a straightforward but lengthy calculation as in the previous subsection. But here we would
like to present a shortcut towards the final result by taking advantage of the dual role
played by the gravitational waves. Namely, as demonstrated in eqs. (3.21) and (3.22), the
gravitational waves, albeit treated as sort of matter waves like light, are essentially ripples
in the fabric of space-time. Thus we can relate the aforementioned flux to the quantities for
the dual system on the holographic screen by the corresponding momentum constraints,
which, expanded to second order, reads11
Dat
(0)ab = − 1
8πG
Eµb[g]nµ = 0, (3.25)
Dat
(1)ab +D(1)a t
(0)ab = − 1
8πG
E(1)µb[g, h]nµ = 0, (3.26)
Dat
(2)ab +D(1)a t
(1)ab +D(2)a t
(0)ab = − 1
8πG
E(1,1)µb[g, h]nµ = T
Gµbnµ, (3.27)
where D
(2)
a is determined by the second order Christoffel symbol, i.e.
D(2)a v
b = γ(2)bac v
c = −1
2
hbd(Dahcd +Dchad −Ddhac)vc. (3.28)
Then one can show
δS =
√
fc
T
∫
bdry
(Dat
(2)at +D(1)a t
(1)at +D(2)a t
(0)at)
=
√
fc
T
∫
bdry
(
1
2
Ddht
(1)dt + γ
(1)t
cd t
(1)cd +
1
2
habDdhabt
(0)dt + γ
(2)t
cd t
(0)cd
)
=
√
fc
Tc
∫
bdry
(
1
2
hD
(1)
d t
(0)dt + γ
(1)t
cd t
(1)cd + γ
(2)t
cd t
(0)cd
)
=
√
fc
Tc
∫
bdry
(
1
2
h
[
1
2
Ddht
(0)dt + γ
(1)t
ad t
(0)ad
]
+ γ
(1)t
cd t
(1)cd + γ
(2)t
cd t
(0)cd
)
=
√
fc
Tc
∫
bdry
(
1
4
hgtb[Ddhba +Dahbd −Dbhad]t(0)ad + γ(1)tcd t(1)cd + γ(2)tcd t(0)cd
)
11Note that the perturbation of our boundary stress-energy tensor tab is only induced by hµν , not by
qµν . Here our focus is on the tensor T
Gµν , which is just −1
8piG
E(1,1)µν [g, h] by definition (3.22). Note that
Dat
ab = − 1
8piG
Eµbnµ is a geometric identity, which holds for any metric, so we take the metric in this
identity to be gµν + hµν (without qµν) and do the following expansion. The relevance of the second order
perturbation qµν is reflected in the first equality of (3.22).
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=
√
fc
Tc
∫
bdry
(
− 1
2
htaDdht
(0)ad − 1
4
hgtbDbhadt
(0)ad + γ
(1)t
cd t
(1)cd + γ
(2)t
cd t
(0)cd
)
=
√
fc
Tc
∫
bdry
(
− 1
2
htaDdht
(0)ad + γ
(1)t
cd t
(1)cd + γ
(2)t
cd t
(0)cd
)
, (3.29)
where we have thrown away all the total derivative terms at most of the steps, and em-
ployed (3.25), (3.26) as well as hadt
(0)ad = ph (with p the pressure in equilibrium) for our
isotropic background space in the last step. Noting
t(1)abDah
t
b ≃ −htbDat(1)ab = htbD(1)a t(0)ab
= htb(γ
(1)a
ac t
(0)cb + γ(1)bac t
(0)ac)
=
1
2
htbDcht
(0)cb − γ(2)tac t(0)ac
by (3.26), (3.12) and (3.28), we see that (3.29) is exactly the integration of (the gravitational
part of) (3.17) on the holographic screen. Recall that “≃” stands for equality up to
divergence terms on the screen, which has been used in (3.14).
As can be seen clearly, the above discussion applies to any gravitational theories, as
long as there exists a surface term [like B in (3.24)] for the action functional to make the
variational principle well defined.
3.3 The case with cross-transportation
When the bulk black hole background is charged (Q 6= 0), it is known (see e.g. [53]) that
the gravitational and electromagnetic perturbations are coupled to each other. From the
boundary point of view, it turns out that the three kinds of transport processes are coupled
to one another, just as what happens in the thermoelectricity phenomena. In this case,
the transport coefficients form a matrix with off-diagonal elements, which indicate the so-
called cross-transport processes. Now the background metric of the bulk space-time has
the general form of (2.4). Let us consider the perturbation of metric and Maxwell field12
g˜ab = gab + hab + qab + · · · ,
Fab = F
(0)
ab + F
(1)
ab + F
(2)
ab + · · · , (3.30)
where qab is the second order perturbation of the metric. The perturbed Einstein tensor
up to second order can be expanded as
G˜ab = Gab[g] +G
(1)
ab [g, h] +G
(1,1)
ab [g, h] +G
(0,2)
ab [g, q] + · · · , (3.31)
where Gab[g] is the Einstein tensor of the background metric gab; G
(1)
ab [g, h] is the linearized
Einstein tensor; G
(1,1)
ab [g, h] is one part of the second order perturbed Einstein tensor which
is only relevant to the first order metric perturbation hab; G
(0,2)
ab [g, q] is the other part of
the second order perturbed Einstein tensor which is contributed by the second order metric
perturbation qab. The form of G
(0,2)
ab [g, q] is the same as G
(1)
ab [g, h] while replacing hab by qab.
12Due to numerous indices in this subsection, we use Latin letters to denote the bulk space-time indices
within this subsection (and also section 4.2).
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The perturbed inverse metric up to second order is
g˜ab = gab − hab + hacgcdhdb − qab + · · · . (3.32)
Explicitly, the first order perturbed Einstein tensor is
G
(1)
ab = R
(1)
ab −
1
2
R(0)hab − 1
2
R
(0)
cd h
cdgab − 1
2
R(1)gab. (3.33)
For the second order perturbation R
(2)
ab of the Ricci tensor, we have
R
(2)
ab = R
(1,1)
ab +R
(0,2)
ab , (3.34)
similar to the expansion of the Einstein tensor. The second order Einstein equation G
(2)
ab +
Λqab = 8πGT
F (2)
ab can be easily shown to have the following form:
G
(0,2)
ab [g, q] + Λqab
=
[
1
2
R(1,1)gab − 1
2
R
(1)
cd h
cdgab +
1
2
R
(0)
cd h
cegefh
fdgab
−R(1,1)ab +
1
2
R(1)hab − 1
2
R
(0)
cd h
cdhab
]
+ 8πGT
F (2)
ab
=: 8πG(TGab + T
F (2)
ab ). (3.35)
In order to investigate the holographic entropy production in this case, we still want
to construct a conserved current, but this time that turns out to be rather subtle. Let us
consider the Bianchi identity of a (fictitious) metric gˆab = gab + qab. It is easy to see that
∇ˆ − ∇ = Cdab = 12(∇aqdb +∇bqda −∇dqab), so we have
0 = ∇ˆaGˆab
= (gac − qac + · · · )(∇cGˆab − CdcaGˆdb − CdcbGˆda)
= ∇aGab +∇aG(0,2)ab [g, q]− qac∇cGab − gacCdcaGdb − gacCdcbGda + · · · . (3.36)
The second order term of the above equation is
0 = ∇aG(0,2)ab [g, q]− qac∇cGab − gacCdcaGdb − gacCdcbGda
= ∇aG(0,2)ab [g, q]− qac∇cGab − gac
1
2
(∇aqdc +∇cqda −∇dqac)Gdb
−gac 1
2
(∇bqdc +∇cqdb −∇dqbc)Gda
= ∇aG(0,2)ab [g, q]−∇c(qacGab)−
1
2
Gcd∇bqcd + 1
2
∇d(qaaGdb). (3.37)
Because the background is a stationary space-time with the time-like Killing vector ∂t, we
consider the t-component of the above equation, i.e.
0 = (∂t)
b
[
∇cG(0,2)bc [g, q]−∇c(qacGab)−
1
2
Gcd∇bqcd + 1
2
∇c(qaaGcb)
]
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= ∇cG(0,2)ct [g, q]−∇c(qbcGbt) + qbcGab∇c(∂t)a −
1
2
Gcd∇tqcd + 1
2
∇c(qaaGct)
= ∇aG(0,2)ct [g, q]−∇c(qbcGbt) + qbcGab∇c(∂t)a −
1
2
∇t(Gcdqcd) + 1
2
qcd∇tGcd + 1
2
∇c(qaaGct)
= ∇aG(0,2)ct [g, q]−∇c(qbcGbt) +
1
2
qcdL∂tGcd −
1
2
∇a[Gcdqcd(∂t)a] + 1
2
∇c(qaaGct)
= ∇cG(0,2)ct [g, q]−∇c(qbcGbt)−∇a
[
1
2
Gcdq
cd(∂t)
a
]
+∇c
(
1
2
qaaGct
)
. (3.38)
This means that Ja := G
(0,2)
at [g, q]− qbaGbt − 12Gcdqcd(∂t)a + 12qbbGat is a conserved current.
Taking into account the second order perturbed Einstein equation (3.35), the above
conserved current can also be written as
Ja = 8πG(T
G
at + T
F (2)
at )−
1
2
Gcdq
cd(∂t)a − qbaGbt +
1
2
qbbGat − Λqat. (3.39)
Using the same method in the previous section, we consider the integral of the divergence
of this current and get13∫
H
< −l, J >
=
∫
H
(
1
2
R(1,1)gtt − 1
2
R
(1)
cd h
cdgtt +
1
2
R
(0)
cd h
cegefh
fdgtt −R(1,1)tt +
1
2
R(1)htt − 1
2
R
(0)
cd h
cdhtt
+8πGT
F (2)
tt −
1
2
Gcdq
cdgtt − qbtGbt +
1
2
qbbGtt − Λqtt
)
=
∫
H
(−R(1,1)ll + 8πGTF (2)ll )
=
∫
bdry
< n, J >
=
∫
bdry
(
1
2
R(1,1)gnt − 1
2
R
(1)
cd h
cdgnt +
1
2
R
(0)
cd h
cegefh
fdgnt −R(1,1)nt +
1
2
R(1)hrt −
1
2
R
(0)
cd h
cdhrt
+8πGT
F (2)
nt −
1
2
Gcdq
cdgnt − qrbGbt + 1
2
qbbGnt − Λqrt
=
∫
bdry
(−R(1,1)nt + 8πGTF (2)nt ). (3.40)
Here the conditions14 htµ =ˆ qtµ =ˆ 0, na ∝ dr and grt = hrµ = qrµ = 0 are used. It is clear
that the gravitational part in the right hand side is exactly the same as in the vacuum
case. Now we consider the Maxwell part. The Maxwell part of the flux is the second order
energy-momentum tensor component T
F (2)
nt . Given F
(0) ∝ dt ∧ dr and that gab is static, it
is easy to show that the zeroth and first orders of the energy-momentum tensor component
Tnt vanish, so we have up to second order∫
bdry
T
F (2)
nt =
∫
bdry
Tnt =
∫
bdry
jiEi.
13Here −l is the outer normal to the horizon [48], which coincides with −∂t on the horizon.
14We use “ =ˆ ” to denote an equality that holds on the horizon and “ =˜ ” to denote an equality that
holds on the boundary.
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By the standard technique of the Raychaudhuri equation [48], the left hand side of (3.40)
can be written as THδS, so we finally obtain the general relation
δS =
∫
bdry
Σǫˆ[d].
4 Entropy production in holographic superconductors/superfluids
The bulk theory of the original (and simplest) holographic superconductor/superfluid
model [54] is a charged scalar field Φ minimally coupled to the Maxwell field Aµ:
I =
∫ [
− 1
2
∇µAνFµν − (∇ν − iAν)Φ(∇ν + iAν)Φ∗ −m2|Φ|2
]√−gdd+1x, (4.1)
in the fixed Schwarzschild-AdS black brane background
ds2d+1 =
dr2
f(r)
− f(r)dt2 + r2dx2, f(r) = r
2
ℓ2
− 2M
rd−2
, (4.2)
i.e. without backreaction. The case with backreaction [55] or even more complicated models
can also be considered, with the assumption that the equilibrium configuration is always
asymptotic AdS.
4.1 Universal form of the holographic entropy production
The entropy production rate (3.2) for various transport processes can be covariantly written
as
Σ(x) = − 1
T
∑
A
πALξφ¯A, (4.3)
where capital Latin letters are used to index components of all fields, and
πA(x) =
1√−g
δIbulk[φ¯]
δφ¯A(x)
is the canonical conjugate momentum of φ¯A, or from the field theory point of view the
expectation value of the operator dual to φA. Or in other words, the energy dissipation
rate is of the covariant form
Ediss(x) = −
∑
A
πALξφ¯A. (4.4)
Note that for the Maxwell field Aµ (or rather its boundary components A¯a), one has
jaLξA¯a = ja(ξbDbA¯a + A¯bDaξb) = jaξbF¯ba +Da(jaξbA¯b) (4.5)
if the conservation Daj
a = 0 of the current ja holds, which differs from the genuine Joule
heat jiEi by a divergence term and thus gives the correct total energy dissipation (or
entropy production) upon integration on the whole boundary. However, if there are charged
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fields in the system, then generically Daj
a 6= 0, as we see explicitly later. For the moment,
let us disregard this complexity as well as the divergence term in (4.5).
For the holographic superconductor/superfluid model (4.1), the entropy production
corresponding to the Maxwell field Aµ is just included in (4.3) as discussed in the previous
section, but there is also entropy production corresponding to the scalar field Φ. The latter
is not a transport process in the usual sense, and so is not a familiar entropy production pro-
cess. However, we argue that the entropy production corresponding to Φ is still given by the
term with φA taken to be Φ in (4.3), i.e. the formula (4.3) gives the total entropy production
rate if φ¯A runs over all components of all dynamic fields in the model.15 In fact, from the
thermodynamic point of view on the boundary side, ΠLξΦ¯ (with Π the canonical conjugate
momentum of Φ¯) does be the rate of work density done on the system. When some work is
done, there is always the same amount of energy transformed from one form to another. In
general physical systems, the energy is not necessarily transformed to heat. But in our case
(in the dual boundary system), the complete dissipation of energy is eventually inevitable,
since the system tends to settle down and then there is no macroscopic physical degree of
freedom to “contain” the energy. On the other hand, from the bulk point of view, there is
the same amount of energy flux going through the boundary into the bulk and eventually
being absorbed by the black brane, as will be clear in the following discussion. In order
to relate the entropy production (4.3) on the boundary to the entropy increase of the bulk
black brane, one expects that (4.4) is the flux of some conserved current. Actually, one may
recognize (4.4) as the flux of the Noether current corresponding to the Killing vector field
ξ, i.e. the energy flux. Instead of writing down the Noether current corresponding to the
Killing vector field, however, here we would like to give a general argument to relate πALξφ¯A
to the flux of the current Tµν ξν used in the previous section, using only the diffeomorphism
invariance for a general vector field ξ. Note that we will suppress the field index A hereafter.
Under the diffeomorphism induced by ξ, the invariance of the action (4.1) means
LξI =
∫
bulk
(
δI
δφ
Lξφ+ δI
δgµν
Lξgµν
)
+
∫
bdry
(πLξφ¯− nµξµL)
,
∫
bulk
1
2
TµνLξgµν +
∫
bdry
(πLξφ¯− nµξµL)
=
∫
bulk
Tµν∇µξν +
∫
bdry
(πLξφ¯− nµξµL)
=
∫
bulk
∇µ(Tµνξν) +
∫
bdry
(πLξφ¯− nµξµL)
=
∫
bdry
(nµT
µνξν + πLξφ¯− nµξµL) = 0, (4.6)
where L is the Lagrangian of (4.1), , stands for equating by the equation of motion
δI
δφ = 0, and the covariant conservation ∇µTµν = 0 is used by virtue of the diffeomorphism
15We would like to conjecture that the formula (4.3) gives the total entropy production rate (up to
divergence terms) generally, not only for the model considered here.
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invariance without considering the boundary.16 Note that we always require ξ to be tangent
to the boundary, so nµξ
µ = 0. Taking ξ as a local test function on the boundary, one obtains
nµT
µbξb + πLξφ¯ = 0, (4.7)
i.e. the local flux of the current Tµν ξν across the boundary is equal to the energy dissipation
rate (4.4). Extending the above argument, we are allowed to investigate more general cases
of holographic entropy production and other problems in a systematic way [56].
Then we turn to a more precise version of (4.5) in general cases, using the gauge
invariance
LΛI =
∫
bulk
(
δI
δΦ
LΛΦ+ δI
δΦ∗
LΛΦ∗ + δI
δAµ
LΛAµ
)
+
∫
bdry
(ΠLΛΦ¯ + Π∗LΛΦ¯∗ + jaLΛA¯a)
,
∫
bdry
(iΠΛΦ¯− iΠ∗ΛΦ¯∗ + jaDaΛ) = 0
of the action (4.1). Here Π and Π∗ are the canonical conjugate momenta of Φ and Φ∗,
respectively. Taking Λ as a local test function on the boundary, one obtains
Daj
a = −iΠΦ¯ + iΠ∗Φ¯∗
locally, which means that ja is conserved with either Dirichlet or Neumann boundary con-
dition for the charged fields Φ and Φ∗. In the usual holographic superconductor/superfluid
applications, the Dirichlet boundary condition is taken for the charged fields, so (4.5) holds
in this case. Otherwise, (4.5) becomes
jaLξA¯a = jaξbF¯ba +Da(jaξbA¯b)− ξbA¯bDaja
= jaξbF¯ba +Da(j
aξbA¯b) + ξ
bA¯b(iΠΦ¯− iΠ∗Φ¯∗). (4.8)
It is easy to see that the last term in the above equation can be combined with ΠLξΦ¯ +
Π∗LξΦ¯∗ to form a gauge invariant extension
Π(Lξ − iA¯ξ)Φ¯ + Π∗(Lξ + iA¯ξ)Φ¯∗
of the latter, where A¯ξ := ξ
bA¯b. The appearance of this gauge invariant combination is
expected as the scalar field contribution in the energy dissipation rate (4.4), since physically
the total energy dissipation should be gauge invariant, while the Maxwell field contribution
jaξbF¯ba in (4.8) is already gauge invariant. The gauge invariance of (4.4) is also confirmed
from (4.7) (up to divergence terms), where the energy-momentum tensor Tµν is gauge
invariant. It is easy to see, however, that A¯ξ = 0 is a rather convenient gauge choice, which
means that one can simply identify the local flux nµT
Fµbξb of the Maxwell field and that
of the scalar field with −jaLξA¯a and −(ΠLξΦ¯ + Π∗LξΦ¯∗), respectively.
16There are important subtleties for this general argument in the backreacted case, which can be remedied
in a full framework of perturbative effective action [56].
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4.2 The second order conserved current
In the so-called broken phase, there is a non-vanishing profile of the scalar field Φ in
the (equilibrium) holographic superconductor/superfluid configurations. In this case, the
perturbations of the scalar, electromagnetic and gravitational fields are coupled to one
another, in contrast to the unbroken phase where the perturbation of the scalar field is
decoupled. However, even in the broken phase a second order conserved current can also
be used to prove the entropy production formula. In section 3.3, for the case with cross-
transportation, we have already constructed a general conserved current as
Ja = −G(0,2)at [g, q] + qbaGbt +
1
2
Gbcq
cb(∂t)a − 1
2
qbbGat, (4.9)
based on the Bianchi identity. Consider the following perturbation of the Einstein-Maxwell-
Scalar system:
g˜ab = gab + hab + qab + · · · ,
Fab = F
(0)
ab + F
(1)
ab + F
(2)
ab + · · · ,
Φ = Φ(0) +Φ(1) +Φ(2) + · · · . (4.10)
The second order perturbation of the Einstein equation is
G(0,2) + Λqab = 8πG(T
G
ab + T
F (2)
ab + T
Φ(2)
ab ), (4.11)
where TGab, T
F (2)
ab have been given in section III and T
Φ(2)
ab denotes the second order pertur-
bation of the energy-momentum tensor of Φ. We also consider the Stokes theorem for the
current Ja. On the horizon, with the help of gauge, it is∫
H
< −l, J > =
∫
H
[
− 1
8πG
R
(1,1)
ll + T
F (2)
ll + T
Φ(2)
ll
]
. (4.12)
Using the second order Raychaudhuri equation, it can be shown (see appendix B) that this
integral equals THδS. On the boundary, the flux of this current is∫
bdry
< n, J > =
∫
bdry
[
1
8πG
R
(1,1)
tn − TF (2)tn − TΦ(2)tn
]
. (4.13)
The integral of the Ricci part and the Maxwell part have been considered separately in
the previous section, so here we only focus on the scalar field part. The energy-momentum
tensor of Φ up to second order is
TΦab = (∂a + iAa)Φ(∂b − iAb)Φ∗ + c.c.− gab(∂c + iAc)Φ(∂c − iAc)Φ∗
= [∂a + i(A
(0)
a +A
(1)
a +A
(2)
a + · · · )](Φ(0) +Φ(1) +Φ(2) + · · · )
×[∂b − i(A(0)b +A(1)b +A(2)b + · · · )](Φ(0) +Φ(1) +Φ(2) + · · · )∗ + c.c.
−g˜ab[∂c + i(A(0)c +A(1)c +A(2)c + · · · )](Φ(0) +Φ(1) +Φ(2) + · · · )
×[∂c − i(A(0)c +A(1)c +A(2)c + · · · ](Φ(0) +Φ(1) +Φ(2) + · · · )∗. (4.14)
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On the boundary, the t-n component of TΦ is
TΦ(∂t, n)
= [∂t + i(A
(0)
t +A
(1)
t +A
(2)
t + · · · )](Φ(0) +Φ(1) +Φ(2) + · · · )
×[∂n − i(A(0)n +A(1)n +A(2)n + · · · )](Φ(0) +Φ(1) +Φ(2) + · · · )∗ + c.c. (4.15)
Using the gauge choice Ar = 0 and At =˜ 0 (as mentioned at the end of the previous
subsection), the above equation becomes
TΦ(∂t, n)
=˜∂t(Φ
(0) +Φ(1) +Φ(2) + · · · )∂n(Φ(0) +Φ(1) +Φ(2) + · · · )∗ + c.c.
=˜− (ΠLξΦ¯ + Π∗LξΦ¯∗).
Recall that “=˜” means equating on the boundary, as defined in footnote 14. Since the
background bulk space-time is stationary, we have ∂tΦ
(0) = 0. Then we find
TΦ(∂t, n)
=˜∂t(Φ
(1) +Φ(2) + · · · )∂n(Φ(0) +Φ(1) +Φ(2) + · · · )∗ + c.c.
=˜(∂tΦ
(1)∂nΦ
∗(0) + ∂tΦ(1)∂nΦ∗(1) + ∂tΦ(2)∂nΦ∗(0) + · · · ) + c.c.
=˜[∂tΦ
(1)∂nΦ
∗(1) + ∂t(Φ(1)∂nΦ∗(0) +Φ(2)∂nΦ∗(0)) + · · · ] + c.c. (4.16)
So we know up to second order,∫
bdry
TΦ(∂t, n) =
∫
bdry
TΦ(2)(∂t, n). (4.17)
Combining the above result with previous results, we know that the entropy production
formula also holds for the case of holographic superconductors/superfluids.
4.3 From finite cutoff to the conformal boundary
In standard AdS/CFT, as well as in AdS/CMT or AdS/QCD, the dual field theory is
defined at the conformal boundary of the asymptotic AdS space-time. In order to clarify the
entropy production in these holographic systems, we need to extend the above discussion
to the conformal boundary. Naively, the boundary in our discussion can be put at any
place, so we may just take its position rc tending to the conformal infinity, where the
entropy production of the conformal field theory should be viewed as the limit of that of
the finite-cutoff theory. However, the so-called holographic renormalization procedure (see,
e.g. [33]) is generically required for this limit to obtain finite physical quantities in the dual
conformal field theory. This procedure is complicated in general, but it turns out that the
total entropy production of the dual boundary theory is not affected by this procedure, as
will be explained below.
In fact, in the holographic renormalization, one first introduces a cutoff scale ǫ (with
ǫ → 0 the conformal boundary) for the radial coordinate z := 1r , separates the divergent
terms of physical quantities (usually the on-shell action) when ǫ → 0, and then adds a
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counter-term ICT, which is purely composed of fields within the cutoff surface z = ǫ, to the
action I to render it finite when on-shell. The freedom to add additional finite counter-
terms leads to different renormalization schemes. With our notations, the new action
I˜ = I + ICT[g¯ab, φ¯],
so (with nµξ
µ = 0)
Lξ I˜ ,
∫
bdry
(
nµT
µbξb + πLξφ¯+ δICT
δφ¯
Lξφ¯+ δICT
δg¯ab
Lξ g¯ab
)
=
∫
bdry
(
nµT
µbξb + πLξφ¯+ δICT
δφ¯
Lξφ¯+ 2δICT
δg¯ab
Daξb
)
=
∫
bdry
(
nµT
µbξb + π˜Lξφ¯+Da 2δICT
δg¯ab
ξb
)
= 0,
where π˜ = π + δICT
δφ¯
is the renormalized conjugate momentum (or more familiarly the
expectation value 〈Oφ〉CFT of the operator dual to φ), and taking ξ as a local test function
on the boundary allows us to do the integration by parts freely. Recall here that , stands
for equating by the equation of motion, which has been used in (4.6). Thus we obtain
nµT
µbξb +Da
2δICT
δg¯ab
ξb + π˜Lξφ¯ = 0.
Recalling that ξ should be eventually taken to be the time-like Killing vector field on the
boundary,17 we know
nµT
µbξb +Da
(
2δICT
δg¯ab
ξb
)
+ π˜Lξφ¯ = 0,
i.e. the local flux of the current Tµν ξν across the boundary is different from the renormalized
energy dissipation rate −π˜Lξφ¯ only by a divergence term on the cutoff surface, which gives
the same total entropy production upon integration over the whole boundary.
In the ǫ → 0 limit, another subtlety is that φ¯ (as well as the the induced boundary
metric g¯ab itself) is generically vanishing or divergent. In order to obtain well-defined field
quantities on the conformal boundary, one should do a field redefinition, which can be
viewed as a (constant) Weyl transformation on the boundary. Concretely, for the holo-
graphic superconductor/superfluid model discussed here, the relevant field redefinition is
gµν = z
−2gˆµν , (4.18)
Φ = zd−∆Φˆ (4.19)
with ∆ = (d +
√
d2 + 4m2ℓ2)/2. Replacing the fields in the previous discussion with the
above redefined fields, the dual boundary theory now has well-defined field quantities and
the entropy production is of the same form (with the renormalized conjugate momen-
tum π˜ undergoing a corresponding Weyl transformation, including the possible conformal
17Note that if the bulk space-time is asymptotic anti-de Sitter, there is always a boundary surface tending
to the conformal infinity that becomes the flat Minkowski space-time in the limit.
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anomaly), while the flux of the current Tµν ξν has nothing to do with the redefinition. Note
that the flux of this conserved current across the horizon leads to the increase of the horizon
area, as before. The entropy production formula
Σ = − 1
T
∑
A
π˜ALξφ¯A (4.20)
is thus justified, whose integral over the boundary space-time coincides with the entropy
increase of the bulk black hole. Remarkably, the conjugate momentum π˜ (the expectation
value 〈Oφ〉CFT) is scheme-dependent, so is the entropy production rate (4.20), but the total
entropy production is scheme-independent.
5 Conclusion and discussion
We have shown, based on a general holographic principle, the validity of the general
bulk/boundary correspondence at least at the level of thermodynamics and hydrodynam-
ics, where in particular, a perfect matching between the bulk gravity and boundary system
is exactly derived for near-equilibrium entropy production on both sides by resorting to the
conserved current. Compared to the standard AdS/CFT, the bulk/boundary correspon-
dence discussed here is more general in the following sense. First, the bulk space-time is
not required to be asymptotically AdS but can also be asymptotically flat or dS. Second,
the boundary is not required to be located at the conformal infinity (or the asymptotic
region). When pushing the cutoff surface to the conformal infinity of the asymptotic AdS
space-time, we have shown that the near-equilibrium entropy production in the simplest
holographic superconductor/superfluid model can be clearly understood. Furthermore, we
also believe that our strategy together with our statements can apply to more general space-
time with other asymptotic behaviors such as Lifshitz or Schro¨dinger, which has received
much attention in AdS/CMT.
Our boundary system, by construction, is not necessarily conformal, so the entropy can
also be produced by the bulk viscosity on the boundary [57], which has been included in our
discussion. It should be noted, however, that the validity of the holographic interpretation
of the entropy production without considering bulk viscosity does not rely on the isotropy
of the background space. Or in other words, the case with bulk viscosity requires one
more constraint on the background (equilibrium) configuration than the case without bulk
viscosity. This interesting phenomenon should be investigated further.
An important open problem is the possible holographic interpretation of entropy pro-
duction in the far-from-equilibrium case. As briefly mentioned in the Introduction, in this
case there are both conceptual and technical difficulties for a holographic picture. For the
conceptual side, there is no well-established holographic principle or dictionary in the far-
from-equilibrium case. A typical example is the debate on whether the entropy from the
bulk side corresponds to the apparent horizon or the event horizon [58, 59]. For the technical
side, the bulk space-time dual to a far-from-equilibrium boundary system is fully dynamic,
which is difficult to explore analytically. However, some interesting analytic works have
been done along a similar direction [63, 64]. We hope to come back to this problem later.
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A Black-hole thermodynamics with the topological charge
In this appendix, we will consider the black-hole thermodynamics with the topological
charge ε in the general Lovelock-Maxwell theory, following the formulation proposed in
ref. [60]. In this formulation, we assume a standard form
ds2d+1 =
dr2
f(r)
− f(r)dt2 + r2dΩ(k)2d−1
of the metric and focus on an “equal-potential” surface f = const, and reinterpret the
Lovelock equations of motion as a generalized first law, which gives the traditional black-
hole first law in the case f = 0 (the horizon).
As described in ref. [60], we can read from the generalized first law the ADM mass
M =
d− 1
16π
Ωd−1

rd∑
j
α˜j
(
k − f
r2
)j
+
Q2
rd−2

 (A.1)
and generalized Wald entropy
S =
d− 1
4
Ωd−1rd−1
∑
j
α˜jj
d− 2j + 1
(
k − f
r2
)j−1
of the maximally symmetric charged black hole, where α˜j is proportional to the j-th Love-
lock coupling constant. Viewing M as a function of (f,Q, k) or (r,Q, k), differentiation
of (A.1) gives
dM = − f
′
4π
∂M
∂f
4πdr +
∂M
∂Q
dQ+
d− 1
16π
Ωd−1rd−2
∑
j
α˜jj
(
k − f
r2
)j−1
dk. (A.2)
However, we need the differentiation ofM as a function of (S,Q, k) to obtain the generalized
first law with the topological charge, so we should consider the substitution
(r, k)→ (S, k)
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of variables. In fact, we have18(
∂r
∂S
∂k
∂S
∂r
∂k
∂k
∂k
)
=
(
∂S
∂r
∂k
∂r
∂S
∂k
∂k
∂k
)−1
=
(
−4π ∂M∂f 0
∂S
∂k 1
)−1
=
(
−(4π ∂M∂f )−1 0
(4π ∂M∂f )
−1 ∂S
∂k 1
)
,
which leads to
dr =
∂r
∂S
dS +
∂r
∂k
dk = −
(
4π
∂M
∂f
)−1
dS +
(
4π
∂M
∂f
)−1∂S
∂k
dk.
Substitution of the above equation into (A.2) gives
dM =
f ′
4π
dS + ϕdQ+
[
d− 1
16π
Ωd−1r
d−2
∑
j
α˜jj
(
k − f
r2
)j−1
+
(
4π
∂M
∂f
)
−1
∂S
∂k
(
− f ′ ∂M
∂f
)]
dk
=
f ′
4π
dS+ϕdQ+Ωd−1
[
d−1
16π
r
d−2
∑
j
α˜jj
(
k−f
r2
)j−1
− f
′
4π
d−1
4
r
d−3
∑
j
α˜jj(j−1)
d−2j+1
(
k−f
r2
)j−2]
dk
=
f ′
4π
dS + ϕdQ+
Ωd−1k
3−d
2
8π
[
r
d−2
∑
j
α˜jj
(
k − f
r2
)j−1
− f ′rd−3
∑
j
α˜jj(j − 1)
d− 2j + 1
(
k − f
r2
)j−2]
dk
d−1
2
= TUV dS + ϕdQ+
ε
3−d
d−1 S′
2π(d− 1)dε
with TUV =
f ′
4π the so-called Unruh-Verlinde temperature,
19 ϕ = ∂M∂Q the electric potential
and ε = k
d−1
2 the topological charge. In comparison to (2.23), the chemical potential µ
in (2.10) is just the difference of ϕ between the horizon and the holographic screen (up to
a redshift factor). Thus it is natural to conjecture that the conjugate quantity ς [of the
form (2.21) in the Einstein-Maxwell theory] is just the difference of
̟ =
ε
3−d
d−1S′
2π(d− 1)
between the horizon and the holographic screen (up to a redshift factor), which is indeed
the case in the Einstein-Maxwell theory. But it is still unclear whether ̟ can be viewed
as some kind of potential.
B The increase of horizon area from the Raychaudhuri equation
In this appendix, we will show that the entropy increase of the bulk black hole is equal to
the total entropy production on the boundary system, i.e.
TH
δAH
4G
=
∫
bdry
Σ, (B.1)
where Σ is defined in eq. (3.5). In section III, we have shown that the flux of the con-
served current − 18πG G
(1,1)
µt on the holographic screen is just the entropy production of the
18Here we need the relation ∂S
∂r
= −4π ∂M
∂f
discovered in ref. [60].
19This temperature tends to the Hawking temperature of the black hole when the holographic screen
approaches the horizon.
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boundary system. In this section, we will show that the total flux of the same current on
the horizon is equal to TH
δAH
4G .
From eq. (3.7), the integral on the horizon is∫
H
Tµt λµǫ˜[d] = −
1
8πG
∫
H
R
(1,1)
ll ǫ˜[d]. (B.2)
The concrete form of R
(1,1)
ll is
R
(1,1)
ll =ˆ −∂u
[
1
2
hρσ(hρσ,u + huσ,ρ − huρ,σ)
]
+ ∂u
[
1
2
huσ(hασ,u + huσ,α − huα,σ)
]
+∂i
[
1
2
hiσ(huσ,u + huσ,u − huu,σ)
]
+ ∂r
[
1
2
hrσ(huσ,u + huσ,u − huu,σ)
]
−1
2
gρσ(huσ,η + hησ,u − huη,σ)1
2
gηλ(hρλ,u + huλ,ρ − huρ,λ)
−1
2
gρσ(huσ,η + hησ,u − huη,σ)1
2
hηλ(gρλ,u + guλ,ρ − guρ,λ)
−1
2
hρσ(guσ,η + gησ,u − guη,σ)1
2
gηλ(hρλ,u + huλ,ρ − huρ,λ)
−1
2
hρσ(guσ,η + gησ,u − guη,σ)1
2
hηλ(gρλ,u + guλ,ρ − guρ,λ)
−1
2
hρσ(huσ,η + hησ,u − huη,σ)1
2
gηλ(gρλ,u + guλ,ρ − guρ,λ)
−1
2
gρσ(guσ,η + gησ,u − guη,σ)1
2
hηλ(hρλ,u + huλ,ρ − huρ,λ)
+
1
2
gρσ(hρσ,η + hησ,ρ − hηρ,σ)1
2
gηλ(huλ,u + huλ,u − huu,λ)
+
1
2
gρσ(hρσ,η + hησ,ρ − hηρ,σ)1
2
hηλ(guλ,u + guλ,u − guu,λ)
+
1
2
hρσ(gρσ,η + gησ,ρ − gηρ,σ)1
2
gηλ(huλ,u + huλ,u − huu,λ)
+
1
2
hρσ(gρσ,η + gησ,ρ − gηρ,σ)1
2
hηλ(guλ,u + guλ,u − guu,λ)
+
1
2
hρσ(hρσ,η + hησ,ρ − hηρ,σ)1
2
gηλ(guλ,u + guλ,u − guu,λ)
+
1
2
gρσ(gρσ,η + gησ,ρ − gηρ,σ)1
2
hηλ(huλ,u + huλ,u − huu,λ). (B.3)
Using the gauge in section III, hrµ = 0, it is easy to see huµ =ˆ 0. Now we need to calculate
all terms in above equation. Recall that “=ˆ” means equating on the horizon, as defined in
footnote 14.
Obviously, the first and second terms are zero because we can do time integral to make
them to be boundary term. The boundary term vanish because of the zero initial data and
the Price law [61, 62].
The third term can be expressed as
∂i
[
1
2
hiσ(huσ,u + huσ,u − huu,σ)
]
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=ˆ ∂i
[
1
2
hir(−huu,r)
]
=ˆ 0. (B.4)
In the first step, we have used the fact huµ =ˆ 0. In the second step, we have used the gauge
condition hir = 0.
The fourth term is zero because the gauge condition hrµ = 0.
Let us consider the non-derivative terms. The first non-derivative term in eq. (B.3) is
1
2
gρσ(huσ,η + hησ,u − huη,σ)1
2
gηλ(hρλ,u + huλ,ρ − huρ,λ)
=ˆ
1
2
gρσhuσ,η
1
2
gηλhρλ,u +
1
2
gρσhησ,u
1
2
gηλhρλ,u − 1
2
gρσhuη,σ
1
2
gηλhρλ,u
+
1
2
gρσhuσ,η
1
2
gηλhuλ,ρ +
1
2
gρσhησ,u
1
2
gηλhuλ,ρ − 1
2
gρσhuη,σ
1
2
gηλhuλ,ρ
−1
2
gρσhuσ,η
1
2
gηλhuρ,λ − 1
2
gρσhησ,u
1
2
gηλhuρ,λ +
1
2
gρσhuη,σ
1
2
gηλhuρ,λ
=ˆ
1
2
gρσhuσ,r
1
2
grλhρλ,u +
1
2
gρσhησ,u
1
2
gηλhρλ,u − 1
2
gρrhuη,r
1
2
gηλhρλ,u
+
1
2
gρσhuσ,r
1
2
grλhuλ,ρ +
1
2
grσhησ,u
1
2
gηλhuλ,r − 1
2
grσhuη,σ
1
2
gηλhuλ,r
−1
2
gρσhuσ,r
1
2
grλhuρ,λ − 1
2
gρσhησ,u
1
2
gηrhuρ,r +
1
2
gρσhuη,σ
1
2
gηrhuρ,r
=ˆ
1
2
gρσhησ,u
1
2
gηλhρλ,u +
1
2
gruhuu,r
1
2
gruhuu,r +
1
2
gurhuu,r
1
2
gurhuu,r
=ˆ
1
2
gρσhησ,u
1
2
gηλhρλ,u +
1
2
(huu,r)
2
=ˆ
1
2
gjihqi,u
1
2
gqkhjk,u +
1
2
(huu,r)
2
=ˆ
1
d− 1(θ
(1))2 + (σ(1))2 +
1
2
(huu,r)
2, (B.5)
where Greek indices run from 0 to d and Latin indices run from 1 to d− 1. In the second
line, we have used huµ =ˆ 0. In the following three steps, we have used the gauge h
rµ = 0,
huµ =ˆ 0, gur =ˆ g
ur =ˆ 1, guu =ˆ gui =ˆ grr =ˆ gri =ˆ 0 and g
uu =ˆ gui =ˆ grr =ˆ gri =ˆ 0. In the
last step, we have used the definition 12hij,u =:
1
d−1θ
(1)gij + σ
(1)
ij .
Using similar analysis, one can get
R
(1,1)
ll =ˆ −
1
d− 1(θ
(1))2 − (σ(1))2 + 1
2
(huu,r)
2 − θ(1)huu,r − ∂u
[
1
4
hijhijguu,r
]
−∂u
[
1
2
hρσ(hρσ,u + huσ,ρ − huρ,σ)
]
+∂u
[
1
2
huσ(hασ,u + huσ,α − huα,σ)
]
. (B.6)
In order to consider the value of R
(1,1)
ll on the horizon, we need the value of first order
perturbation of horizon expansion θ(1). To do this, we need to consider the perturbation
of Raychaudhuri equation. The first order perturbation of this equation is
θ˙(1) = κ(0)θ(1) − θ(0)θ(1) − 2σ(0) · σ(1) −R(1,1)ll
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= κ(0)θ(1), (B.7)
where we have used the fact θ(0) =ˆ σ(0) =ˆ 0 and the linearized vacuum Einstein equation
R
(1,1)
ll = 0. For the non-vacuum case, one needs to consider the concrete form of R
(1,1)
ll .
For the Einstein-Maxwell-Scalar system, the linearized Einstein equation implies
R
(1,1)
ll = 8πGF
(0)
li F
(1)i
l + 8πG∇lΦ(0)∇lΦ(1). (B.8)
Because the back ground is a stationary black hole, one can show that F
(0)
li =ˆ ∇lΦ(0) =ˆ 0
based on the zeroth order Raychaudhuri equation. This means that R
(1,1)
ll =ˆ 0 also holds for
the Einstein-Maxwell-Scalar system, so as eq. (B.7). Eq. (B.7) is an ordinary differential
equation on the horizon. With the zero initial data, one can get θ(1) =ˆ 0, so eq. (B.6)
becomes
R
(1,1)
ll =ˆ −(σ(1))2 −
1
2
(huu,r)
2 − ∂u
[
1
4
hijhijguu,r
]
−∂u
[
1
2
hρσ(hρσ,u + huσ,ρ − huρ,σ)
]
+∂u
[
1
2
huσ(hασ,u + huσ,α − huα,σ)
]
. (B.9)
Taking a suitable coordinate transformation, one can show that (huu,r)
2 vanishes on the
horizon. We have shown that the first order perturbation θ(1) of the horizon expansion
vanishes. This means that the variation of horizon area is contributed by the second order
perturbation. The second order Raychaudhuri equation is
θ˙(2) − κ(0)θ(2) = −σ(1)ij σ(1)ij −R(2)ll
= −σ(1)ij σ(1)ij − 8πGT (2)ll , (B.10)
where the second order Einstein equation is used. Based on Wald’s standard technique [47,
48], we know that∫
H
θ˙(2) − κ(0)θ(2) = −κ(0)δAH = −
∫
H
[(σ(1))2 + 8πGT
(2)
ll ]. (B.11)
Combining the above equation with eq. (B.9), it is easy to see that up to second order
perturbation
THδS =
1
8πG
∫
H
[−R(1,1)ll + 8πGT (2)ll ]
=
1
8πG
∫
bdry
[−R(1,1)nt + 8πGT (2)nt ]
=
∫
bdry
Σ. (B.12)
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